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Abstract. Scientific Visualization is a computer-based field concerned with tech-
niques that allow scientists to create graphical representation datasets gener-
ated by computational simulations or acquisition instruments. To address the
computational cost of visualization tasks, specially for large datasets, we have
explored cloud environments as a platform for their parallel evaluation. In this
work we evaluate QEF (Query Evaluation Framework) running in a cloud en-
vironment. The evaluation has confirmed the increasing overhead of adding
extra processes in a same virtual configuration. Additionally, confronting the
evaluation in real machines with those in virtual ones gives some hints about
scheduling strategies. We report on the extension of QEF to implement the par-
ticle tracing scientific visualization technique and the results of running it on the
above mentioned cloud scenario.

1. Introduction
Scientific Visualization (SV) comprehends a series of computational techniques to enable
a high-quality visualization of synthesized images, many of them produced as the result
of computer simulations. In fact, the production of high-quality images goes through a
processing pipeline. Initially, a pre-processing stage produces the structure of the visual
object. Next, by using one or more visualization technique the visualization is completed
with some dynamic behavior or finishing aspects. In both stages, computation can be
intensive requiring the support of a powerful environment.

The service implemented by QEF [Porto et al. 2007] aims to support applications
of high complexity in distributed environments, as is the case of SV applications. Basi-
cally, QEF offers extensibility parts where the specific features of data processing related
to applications can be introduced. As a query evaluation engine, QEF assumes data are
modeled as a set of data units that are processed by n-ary operators in pipelines. More-
over, parallelism is achieved by partitioning the data and submiting each partition to a
node running a fragment of a QEP (Query Execution Plan). Thus, to support SV it is re-
quired modeling their techniques under such constraints. Two orthogonal SV techniques
were deployed in QEF to exemplify their coverage adopting QEF as executing strategy:
particle tracing (TCP) and volume rendering (VR). The benefits for using QEF for run-
ning these SV techniques have already been discussed in [Oliveira et al. 2010], where
validation results have shown almost linear speed-up for both SV techniques.



Given the widespread availability of virtual environments on a computing cloud,
this paper investigates the performance of QEF when running SV applications in such sce-
nario. According to [Foster et al. 2008], cloud computing is a large-scale distributed com-
puting paradigm that is driven by economies of scale, in which a pool of abstracted, virtu-
alized, dynamically-scalable, managed computing power, storage, platforms, and services
are delivered on demand to external customers over the Internet. We conducted experi-
ments to compare the performance of SV applications when running in real and virtual
machines (VM). Moreover, as the virtualization technique allows the VMs to configure
the number of cores, an experiment was done to analyze the impact of changing the num-
ber of available cores under a constant application load, in order to verify whether the use
of virtualization can be shown as an effective tool in optimizing resources.

The remaining of this work is structured as follows. Section 2 covers related work.
Next, section 3 presents some concepts about QEF and Section 4 discusses the extension
required in QEF to support TCP technique. Finally, section 5 presents the experiments
and section 6 concludes.

2. Related Work and Concepts

The adoption of scientific workflow systems to run SV applications was first introduced in
VisTrails [Callahan et al. 2006]. The system combines friendly web-based user interface
for workflow specification with the implementation of SV functions using, for instance
VTK classes. Vistrails covers a full spectrum of scientific workflows from its inception,
passing through workflow evaluation and managing scientific workflow provenance in-
formation.

Two other SV tools have been proposed in the context of middlewares for the
Grid environment. The Grid Visualization Kernel (GVK) [Kranzlmuller et al. 2003],
which is an extension to the Globus Toolkit for visualization in the grid, and the Visapult
software. The latter efficiently runs distributed VR tasks using the IBRAVR algorithm
[Bethel and Shalf 2003].

Another important element in this work is the use of machine virtualization tech-
nique. The definition of VM allows partitioning of powerful multi-core machines in sub-
managed VMs, by a Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM). VM is the environment created by
VMM for each guest operating system. Each VM created uses a portion of real resources
from the physical machine and are executed in an isolated and independent form, thus al-
lowing the same physical computer to be shared giving the impression of having multiple
computers. The VMM is responsible for creating VMs and managing the distribution of
resources for each one, creating an isolated virtual environment.

3. The QEF Framework

The QEF framework helps users to define and execute several types of defined workflows.
The system manages the execution of the request in a distributed environment, the com-
munication between query execution components, and the access to heterogeneous data
sources.

Using QEF, applications can transparently access heterogeneous data stored at
different locations. The idea is to provide a DataSource interface between the data and



user’s applications. This interface abstracts the format and the location of the data and
eases the way the user accesses his/her data.

The extension of QEF to support SV techniques requires implementing an ex-
tension to the framework class DataSource to each external data to be processed. The
extended class transforms the external data into an in-memory instance of a data-type.
The mapping of the external data to an in-memory data-type instance may not be triv-
ial and care must be taken when dealing with potential large data-sets. In this context,
the scientist may decide to partition the data set into smaller processing units or to adopt
pointers to the original data file.

The framework provides an easy way for users to execute requests. In the QEF, a
request is a set of user-defined algebraic operations, communicating with each other and
aiming to produce a result. These operations are represented by a QEP. Each operator
consumes a tuple and produces a modified tuple. Hence, during the QEP execution tuples
flow from one operator to another one in the tree, featuring the producer-consumer model.

A QEP is represented as a tree where the nodes are operators, the leaves are the
data sources, and the edges are relationships between operators in the producer-consumer
form. Concretely, the QEP is an XML file composed of a list of operator templates, where
each operator is defined by an id, a name, a list of producers and a list of parameters.

There are two types of operators in QEF: Algebraic and Control. Algebraic oper-
ators implement the algebra of a data model; they act on the content of a tuple, processing
it according to the desired semantics. Control operators are meta-operators that imple-
ment an execution characteristic, associated with the tuple dataflow. Combining those
two types of operators, applications can support different execution workflows and allow
the system to transparently decide on an execution strategy keeping intact the execution
semantics.

One important aspect in QEF is the distribution of the execution over a distributed
environment. In the QEF, a Query Optimizer decides which operators of the QEP should
be parallelized and the set of available nodes to be used, based on the cost of the operator
on each remote node.

When an operator is parallelized over remote nodes, the management of the com-
munication between the nodes is performed by the central node (Master node). A Query
Optimizer runs on the central node and calls G2N [Porto et al. 2005] to take the paral-
lelization decision. The main idea behind this algorithm is that given a set of remote
nodes and a set of tasks it defines a subset of nodes on which the task should be paral-
lelized. In order a distributed execution to happen, the initial QEP is transformed, by the
introduction of the following new control operators:

• Receiver (R) e Sender (S): Allow exchanging of data between nodes;
• Instance to Block (I2B) e Block to Instance (B2I): Aggregate and disaggregate

tuples into blocks to optimize data transfer;
• Split (Sp) e Merge (Me): To send and receive blocks from multiple nodes.

4. Extending QEF for Particle Tracing
In this section we sketch the extension of QEF to support the TCP problem in a cloud
environment. The TCP is a known technique for visualization of fluid flow simulation



results. The problem is to model the TCP application data and processes in computing
virtual particle paths through a domain (for instance a human blood system artery) using
QEF data processing model. The input datasets include information on fluid particles
initial position, the geometry of the cell domain decomposition and fluid velocity vectors
associated to the cell’s vertices. These datasets are modeled as the relations:

• Point (x, y, z)
• Particles (particle-id, time-instant, point)
• Geometry (idTetraedro, PointList(id, point))
• Velocity (idTetraedro, time-instant, PointList(id, point))

The Geometry relation models the geometry domain as a mesh formed by tetrahe-
drons. The relation Velocity associates for each region in the geometry velocity vectors
on instants of time. Finally, the Particle relation defines the initial position of a set of
virtual particles.

The problem described above is to determine the next position of a particle repeat-
edly and can be divided into four stages: (1) find the tetrahedron in which the particle is
inserted at a given instant of time, (2) find the velocity vector at each point of the tetrahe-
dron also in this moment of time, (3) determine the velocity vector from the four vectors
found previously, (4) calculate the next position of the particle. The algebra implementing
the TCP technique adapts traditional query processing operators. Operations (1) and (2)
are implemented by specializing the conventional join operation, while the operations (3)
and (4) are implemented as a user program that receives as parameter the current position
of the particle and the velocity vector at each point of the tetrahedron.

The QEF data sources encapsulate objects access to data of different formats avail-
able. For the TCP application, a data source is designed to retrieve data from three associ-
ated relations: particle, geometry and velocity. Data sources are input to the operators that
extend the class Scan, which is an operator that manages the production of tuples for the
execution of data flow. In QEF, data structures (particles, geometry, velocity and image)
are mapped to a set of tuples. Such tuples are mere envelopes of data that receive objects
of user data type defined in the system. For TCP the following algebraic operators have
been implemented:

• Spatial-Hash Join (SHJ): The Particles and the Geometry relations are joined us-
ing a spatial hash-join operator, associating each particle position with the corre-
sponding tetrahedron in the geometry;
• Temporal-Hash Join (THJ): Each obtained tetrahedron matches with the corre-

sponding velocity vector, giving the fluid speed at that position. As velocity
changes in time, a join between the chosen tetrahedron id and the iteration number
defines the matching criteria;
• Trajectory Computing Particle (TCP): Having the velocity vector resultant at the

particles position, the TCP program can compute the next virtual particle position.

In addition to the operations above, the TCP application presents a cyclic nature,
i.e. once a particle has its position computed, it is re-injected in the data flow. The
particle cycles a number of times dictated by the total number of visualization steps. The
following control operators were implemented to introduce the cyclic behavior.



• Orbit [Porto et al. 2005]: This operator provides the loop behavior that imple-
ments the iteration needed to interpolate the points in the virtual particle trajectory.
This operator is only inserted in the QEP when a certain application is character-
ized by cyclic execution of a fragment of the QEP, as TCP.
• Fold e o Unfold: Finally, these operators assist in data transformation.

To identify the number of iterations performed by each instance, a property called
iteration is added to each particle before being processed by CEF (Cyclic Execution Frag-
ment). This CEF runs on each remote node. In TCP, operators that compose the CEF are:
SpatialHashJoin, Unfold, TemporalHashJoin, Fold, TCP and Project.

The production of data by the CEF happens according to consumer demand. Each
instance processed is sent to the Orbit operator which increases the number of iteration
performed by the same and determines whether it should be reassessed. As the instances
reach the maximum number of iterations desired, new tuples of the producer are con-
sumed and made available for processing.

5. Experiments and Results Analysis

In this section the adoption of QEF as an environment for computing SV techniques is
assessed with respect to its impact in a virtual environment. During the tests, the cloud
environment was dedicated to the TCP execution, eliminating competition for resources.

Virtualization software VirtualBox [SUNMicrosytems 2010] was used for the cre-
ation of VMs. VirtualBox uses the full virtualization model, which consists of the com-
plete abstraction of the client machine operational system (OS) of the host machine hard-
ware, leaving an intermediate layer makes this compatibility, thus obtaining a better com-
partmentalization of systems, increasing portability and simplifying migration. In this
case the client OS does not realize that is running in a virtual environment.

5.1. Real machines X Virtual Machines

Figure 1 presents the results of the experiment comparing the evaluation of the TCP tech-
nique when running in a single machine with varying number of processes.Two curves
have been plotted. One corresponds to the evaluations run on a single real machine, while
the second curve shows the results of running the same number of processes in a virtual
machine. In the horizontal axe, the number of processes involved in computing the TCP
in parallel is presented, whereas in vertical, the elapsed-time of the evaluation is shown
(figures have been normalized). The machines are equipped with 2 processors Quad Core
Intel Xeon E5520, 12 GB memory and OS Debian 5.0.3. For this experiment, we exe-
cuted the TCP technique with 500 particles, making up 10 iterations. The experiments
were run in increasing number of TCP processes, starting with 2, in increments of 2, up
to 12 processes.

As can be seen in Figure 1, implementations on real machines took less time than
their corresponding evaluation using VMs. For example, in the running with 2 processes,
the real machine was about 18% faster than the VM. It is also evident that insofar as the
number of cases increases, the real machine increases the performance gap with respect to
the VM. In particular, observing Figure 1 for the experiment conducted with 12 processes
the gain with respect to the VM was of approximately 30%.



By analyzing these results, the following conclusion can be drawn, the perfor-
mance of the real machine is constantly superior than that of the VM. Our interpretation
was that as the number of processes increase, so does the complexity of managing the
requests to the operating system (OS). In the case of the VM this is extended due to the
indirection between the VM and the hosting OS.

Figure 1. Elapsed-Time of the TCP Technique in Real and Virtual Machines.

A second experiment evaluates the benefits of multi-core architecture versus a
cluster of nodes. We evaluate this experiment both in an environment with real machines
and virtual machines, Figure 2 (a) and (b), respectively. The results show that the dif-
ference in the scenario with real machines is close to 1%, whereas the experiment with
virtual machines show a performance difference close to 3.2%. This result is very inter-
esting as it points to the benefits of exploring multi-core machines. In particular, the TCP
technique, whose values are depicted in Figure 2 explores with success this architecture.

Figure 2. Elapsed-Time of the TCP Technique in Real and Virtual Machines.

5.2. Varying the number of cores in a Virtual Machine

In this section, it is evaluated the impact of adding available cores when running a TCP
application. Given that a VM may specify the number of available cores, the experiment
increasingly adds cores to a TCP process. The TCP computes 500 particles in 10 itera-
tions. The number of parallel TCP processes was fixed in 8. Each experiment ran the 8
TCP processes in a VM with increasing number of available cores: 2;4 and 8. The VMs



# cores time (seg)
2 2508
4 1886
8 1829

Table 1. Varying number of available cores

were configured to use Xeon E5520 processor, 12 GB memory and to run the Debian
5.0.3 linux distribution.

Table 1 shows the results of the experiment. The evaluation with 4 and 8 avail-
able cores presented an unexpected difference of 3%. The reason for this was that the
processors, when running with 8 cores, presented in average 35% of utilization, while
with 4 cores the utilization went up to an average of 70%. One may interpret these results
considering that the TCP application is interrupted for IO processing. In the scenario of
8 cores, there is nothing to be done while waiting for the IO to be concluded. In the
same situation, the 4 core VM swaps between the 2 processes, obtaining a better use of
the machine. Finally, the scenario with only two cores is not able to serve all 8 process,
increasing the elapsed-time.

Figure 3. Elapsed-Time of the TCP in VMs Ranging the Number of Cores.

6. Conclusions and Future Works

This paper presented a performance analysis of the implementation of the TCP technique
supported by QEF in virtuals environments.

QEF has been extended to support the TCP scientific visualization technique. A
set of algebraic operators and specific data types have been introduced. In addition, new
control operators were added to deal with the data flow management between operators.
Additionally, existing control operators were used to deal with parallelization and nodes
communication control.

The main result of this paper is the analysis on the benefits of using virtual en-
vironment to run QEF TCP implementation. These initial set of tests showed that the
overhead of running in a virtual environment with respect to a real one went up to 30%,



when the number of tasks were increased. As these experiments showed, the overhead
increases as the number of running processes is augmented. This is mainly due to the
growth of requests and the costs of managing them by the VM.

The tests also indicate that the virtual environment may be used to take advantage
of the multi-core architecture currently available in mostly all new machines. By properly
scheduling processes, one may greatly enhance available resources, giving each process
the adequate number of available cores.

There are many opportunities for future work. Given the collected results, a better
cloud scheduling of applications may be envisaged. In order to do that, one must export
the execution characteristics of the scientific visualization techniques and introduce them
into the scheduling decision.
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